Abstract. This paper introduces a new shortest path simplex pivot rule choosing a subset of non-basic arcs to simultaneously enter into the basis. The term multiple pivot for this operation is used. From this concept, a generic shortest path simplex algorithm with multiple pivots is described. In addition, a simplex multiple pivot rule is provided to design a shortest path simplex algorithm requiring O(n) multiple pivots and running in O(nm) time. Finally, the results of an experimental analysis performed to study the computational effort of a shortest path simplex algorithm using this pivot rule are reported. This experiment reveals the efficiency of the rule when it is compared with other known efficient shortest path simplex algorithms in the literature.
Introduction
The shortest path (SP) problem consists in finding shortest length paths from a source node to all other nodes or to detect a cycle of negative length in a directed network with arbitrary lengths. There are many important real cases where this problem appears, including: applications in route generation for delivery operations, and even in map and route algorithms within applications such as Google.
There are numerous algorithms to solve it (see, for example, Ahuja et al. (1993) ).
The Bellman-Ford-Moore (Bellman (1958) , Ford (1956) , and Moore (1957)) label-correcting algorithm achieves the best strongly polynomial running time of O(nm) for solving the SP problem on a network of n nodes and m arcs. There are also several variants of the shortest path simplex (SPS) algorithm (Dantzig (1957) , Minty (1958) , Cunningham (1979) , Orlin (1985) , Akgül (1986) , Goldfarb of the computer results of our method with the methods of Goldfarb and Jin (1999) and Sedeño-Noda and González-Martín (2007) are presented, along with some comments. Finally, in section 5, a discussion of the significance of the results is given. If a flow ij x is associated with each arc , and a supply ( , ) i j ( 1
Linear Programming formulation and a generic SPS algorithm with multiple pivots.

Given a directed network G = (V,
= − with node s, and demands for all other nodes i , then the following linear programming problem represents the SP problem (see Ahuja et al. (1993) ):
: ( , ) : ( , ) Minimize ( )
subject to ,
0, 
Therefore, any simplex algorithm will never perform degenerate pivots for the SP problem. In addition, all feasible spanning trees are trees rooted at node s such that the unique path in the tree from root node s to every other node is a directed path.
We refer to these spanning trees as directed out-spanning trees. It is well-known that any feasible solution of the SP problem is associated with only one directed out-spanning tree (see, for example, Ahuja et al. (1993 ), Goldfarb et al. (1990a ). In the rest of paper, a directed out-spanning tree is referred to simply as a tree (or basis tree). In this kind of tree, any node
The distance labels corresponding to a tree T are obtained from the system of equations by setting
The distance label of node i, , represents the tree path length from node s to node i. Thus, given a tree T, we define the reduced cost
In a simplex pivot, an arc ( , satisfying
T and is deleted from T yielding a new basis tree T
contains a negative directed cycle of length ( ) ij c T and the SPS algorithm stops. Thus, the simplex algorithm for the SP problem need not maintain arc flows
). The distance labels in T ′ are updated in the following way:
The operations of updating the set of descendents of all nodes as well as the detection of a negative cycle can be performed using several tree indices (see for example Ahuja et al. (1993) , Dial et al. (1979) 
V ∈
We now present definition 1 and property 1 from Goldfarb et al. (1990a 
(T).
Since the set of trees is finite and the objective function of the SP problem is bounded when there are no negative length cycles in G, the next generic SPS algorithm for the SP problem with a simplex multiple pivot rule ends with an optimal tree or identifies a negative length cycle.
* T
Generic SPS with Multiple Pivot Algorithm;
Let T be an initial feasible tree;
Compute distance labels , ;
While ((T is not optimal) and (there is no negative length cycle in G)) do
Select a subset of non-tree arcs ∈ \ E A T satisfying Property 1 improving C(T);
Compute distance labels ,
In the above algorithm, the distance labels are updated once all of the non-tree arcs in E are entered in T. In the next section, a multiple pivot rule satisfying Proposition 1 is given.
A SPS algorithm with O(n) multiple pivots.
The generic scheme of the last section emphasizes the importance of the selection of the set of nontree arcs E. An alternative consist in using local information from the tree T, to investigate which p n < arcs satisfying Proposition 1 lead to the greatest decrease in the objective function value of the SP problem. An analysis of the value of objective function induced by a multiple pivot on tree T is required to identify this set of arcs.
Let 1 2 , ,..., n j j j be an arbitrary order of the set of nodes. Define ( )
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) then, the following subcases must be considered:
Both simplex pivots are made when 
that is, the arc ( The previous rule becomes as a modified version of the inward most negative (IMN) pivot rule analyzed by Cunningham (1979) and Goldfarb et al (1990a) . Moreover, in Goldfarb and Jin (1990b), a modified version of IMN pivot rule is also introduced that scans the nodes in a reverse preorder.
However, note that in reverse preorder, the label distance of a node j hanging from a node i in a tree T is modified first. Thus, when the distance label of node i changes, the distance label of node j could be improved. That is, if G has no negative cycle then, node j cannot be permanently labeled until node i is permanently labeled. This situation is avoided by using the rule introduced in this paper.
Sedeño-Noda and González-Martín (2007) introduce a simplex pivot rule based on the concept of pseudo permanent labels. This pivot rule reduces the number of simplex pivots performed by a SPS algorithm. However, an additional computational cost is added to the algorithm because it needs to identify who nodes have pseudo permanent labels. A SPS algorithm using the proposed rule in this paper does not incur in this additional computational cost. Instead, in each application of the proposed rule all nodes of V are scanned.
Given a tree T, we use the term stage to describe the operation making the multiple pivots with the arcs ,∀ ∈ such that . As in Goldfarb and Jin (1990b) , when G has no negative cycles, it is easily proved by induction that at the end of the kth stage one additional node becomes permanently labeled (see also Ahuja et al. (1993 p. 142) ). Now, we present the SPS algorithm with multiple pivots. ; Pivots = Pivots + 1;
Compute label distances for all i
Let be an initial basis tree consisting of the arcs ( ,
. Note that the number of nodes permanently labeled in is at least 0 T 2 k = . Therefore, the proposed rule implies at most 2 n − stages. In addition, during stage k, the rule selects at most n k − arcs to enter into the basis. Thus, if in the kth stage of the procedure SEA more than n k − arcs are selected (counted by pivots), then G contains a negative cycle. The algorithm allows that T becomes cyclic after a multiple pivot is made, because when an arc enters into the basis, the algorithm does not check if (with the trivial exception of
Our procedure SEA counts the number of nodes visited (flag visited). Thus, if visited < n then, we have detected a negative cycle in G. O n k − time (each simplex pivot can be done in O(1) using an appropriate data structure) and computing the distance labels needs O(n) time. Therefore, each stage k is performed using time. If G has no negative cycles then, a simplex algorithm using the multiple pivot rule makes permanent the distance label of at least one node in each stage. Since the number of permanent labeled nodes in is at least 2, our rule implies at most multiple pivots. Therefore, since in the worse case there are stages, the above algorithm runs in
Computer Results.
This section offers comments on a computational experiment that we carried out. The Multiple Pivots Shortest Path Simplex (MPSPS) algorithm, the Goldfarb and Jin (G&J) algorithm (1999) and the Sedeño-Noda and González-Martín (NPPLN) algorithm (2007) were implemented using C++ and were tested on a Centrino Pentium with 2 GHz processor running Red Hat Linux. The test problems were generated by using the SPRAND and the SPGRID generators due to Cherkassky et al. (1996) .
For the experiment using the SPRAND generator, the parameters were the followings: {5n, 15n, 25n, 35n, 45n, 50n, 150n, 250n, 350n, 450n} (400), we generated ten replications by using the followings seeds: 12345678, 36581249, 23456183, 46545174, 35826749, 43657679, 378484689, 23434767, 56563897 and 78656756 . Therefore, there were 4000 instances for the problem in the experiment. In Table 1 , 2 and 3, the number of nodes (n), the (average) CPU time in seconds and the (average) number of pivots for both algorithms grouped by are shown. Note that the CPU time and the number of simplex pivots made by MPSPS algorithm for sparse networks with (Table   1) (Table 2) , MPSPS algorithm makes more pivots than the G&J algorithm, but the MPSPS algorithm employs less CPU time than G&J algorithm. In this case, NPPLN algorithm makes more number of pivots and it requires more CPU time than MPSPS and G&J algorithms. For example, the number of pivots made by NPPLN algorithm is 1.25 times the number of simplex pivots made by MPSPS algorithm. For networks with (Table 3) , the best algorithm taking into account the number of pivots and the CPU time is G&J, next 150 m n ≥ MPSPS algorithm and, finally, NPPLN algorithm. The number of pivots made by NPPLN algorithm is 1.24 times the number of simplex pivots made by MPSPS algorithm. Therefore, the explanation of the observed difference between the CPU times of the NPPLN and MPSPS algorithms lies on the observed number of simplex pivots and on the additional computational effort performed by NPPLN algorithm to determine the pseudo permanent labeled nodes. 10 8,23 50878,38 7,18 20797,20 In these tables, the average of the number of simplex pivots made by the MPSPS algorithm is always at least 1.12 times less than the number of simplex pivots made by G&L algorithm. Moreover, with the exception of the case of small networks (X=64 in Table 6 ), the average of the CPU time used by MPSPS algorithm is always less than the G&J algorithm. The difference between the practical behaviour of both algorithms is specially noted in Table 4 and 5. That is, generally, for grid networks the MPSPS algorithm requires a fewer number of simplex pivots and, therefore, uses less CPU time than the G&J algorithm. In the worst case the G&J algorithm is 12 times slower than MPSPS algorithm.
When MPSPS algorithm is compared with NPPLN algorithm, we observe that the number of pivot made by NPPLN algorithm is at least 1.02 times and at most 1.05 times less than the number of simplex pivots made by MPSPS algorithm. However, the average of the CPU time used by MPSPS algorithm is always less than the NPPLN algorithm. In the worst case the NPPLN algorithm is 1.5 times slower than MPSPS algorithm. Clearly, NPPLN algorithm makes a fewer number of simplex pivots than MPSPS algorithm, but the computational effort to determine who nodes have pseudo permanent labels is not compensated with the saved time in the simplex pivots.
Conclusions
This paper introduces an idea of the multiple pivot and studies the properties that a multiple pivot must satisfy to incorporate it in the scheme of a generic shortest path simplex algorithm. The paper also contains a study of the effect on the value of the objective function for the shortest path problem when a multiple pivot with two arcs is performed. This study allows a network multiple pivot simplex rule to be designed for a SPS algorithm. Moreover, it is proved that a SPS algorithm using this rule runs in O(nm) time. The algorithm is competitive in practice when is compared with other SPS algorithms. In other words, the SPS algorithm incorporating the new rule performs fewer simplex pivots and requires less CPU time than the previously most efficient SPS algorithm due to Goldfarb and Jin (1999) and it is slightly better than Sedeño-Noda and González-Martín (2007) algorithm taking into account only the CPU time. Finally, the proposed simplex multiple pivot rule can be used to derive a new label correcting algorithm running in O(nm) time without major effort.
